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VOLUME 53

SAMDSPUI
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, THURSDAY, APRIL 14, 1949

Mexican Films To Close
Pan-American
an-rvmerican W e e k

NUMBER 18

Fiesta Declared Success
Despite Heavy Rainfall

P a t Meyer
Rising from near destruction the
Two technicolor films on ancient
Rollins Fiesta went on to unhoped
Mexico, to be presented this
for success Saturday, April 2.
ning at 8;15 at the University
Skies that had been threatening
Club, will conclude the activities
all morning poured forth their
of Pan American Week sponsored
destruction only minutes after the
by the Inter-American Center of
last nail had been driven in the
a=5 Eollins College. "Treasure Trove
last booths, the midway already
of Jade" and "Monument of Anhad a festive air with balloons,
cient Mexico" are the titles of
hoarse voiced barkers, and early
these movies, the last of a series
arrivals
grouped around a gam- that has been shown throughout
Kollins will miss one of her bling concession. When the big
'•' the week.
Jess Gregg
midway
received
the wrath of wind
best
loved
professors
when
Donald
A Pan American Dinner at the
"Pudding!" when exclaimed by
C. Greason of the art department and rain, the Sandspur Bowl be-, :• University Club Sunday began the
the characters in "The Merchant
leaves this campus in June. Mr. canje a lake dotted with islands of
week of emphasis on inter-Amerof Yonkers" was to signify Ad
Greason, who came here three stark poles weeping soaked tissue
•-^ ican affairs and problems. More
venture. Unfortunately, your critic
years ago, has done such fine work paper. For an hour the fate of the
;•: than 200 people attended the afthe department and become so Fiesta hung in the balance. Mrs.
must refrain from uttering "Pudj' fair, at which Dr. Carl E.
well liked by students and faculty Dorothy Lockhart Smith, chairding" in reference to this produc-. nationally noted
anthropologist
alike that most people took his man of the Fiesta committee, saltion. It was an experience, but
:- and author and former chairman
permanency for granted. Profes- lied forth from Dean Cleveland's
not exactly an adventure.
,. of the Division of Anthropology
sors coming to Rollins are placed office where she was checking
If it is any solace to those in!- and Psychology, National Research
on probationary tenure for three weather reports and arranging to
volved
—
actor
or
audience—this
These
people
survived
the
student
elections
held
April
6.
Victors standing, right to left,
;; Council, gave the keynote address.
years, after which time either they change the Renfro Valley's show
:, j. Dealing with the topic, "The Plor- singularly mirthless comedy by Hancock, Jan Patton, Hugh Davis, and Ken Fenderson.
or the school decides whether the to a new and drier spot. She urged
Thornton
Wilder
also
fiiiled
on
ida Indian and His Neighbors",
position will become permanent. the food concessions to move to
; aid Uat uHi, ^ the talk was a summation of the Broadway. Mr. Wilder is one of
Whatever may be the reasons be- shelter. In a statement to the
" *~ ' but tita I findings of a two-day anthropo- our finest writers, a provocative
hind
Mr- Greason's leaving, one Sandspur Mrs. Smith said she
««ttiritl,
forjrt logical conference held at Rollins thinker and poet. Deigning, howthing is certain; those students
ever, to follow any well worn path,
would not have felt badly if the
Saturday and Sunday.
who have known him for the fine
must risk stepping off a cliff;
midway had folded up then and
•••"iketiimi)™,;
More than 40 anthropologists
well as artist that he is,
onri
and so he did with "The Merthere;
she found the initiative and
and archaeologists from all over
G. S. Walker
only through the efficient work- • py about his new job as vice pres- will find that his absence leaves a energy of the students in recoupchant".
I
gap
that
is
hard
to
fill.
' " . * " « « start«4' the United States attended this
ing of the various committees can ident although he failed to give an
Here he experimented with i
ing and setting up in the corridors
Hugh
Davis
defeated
George
owtai tin B, conference, which was planned to
his term be successful. Hugh stat- official statement. However, one
philosophical essay in terms of an- Franklin in a run off to
Mr. Greason has the rare quality heartening.
*» ""ll of the 1,1, J investigate the influence of ancient
tiquated farce, incorporating every presidency of the Rollins Student ed during the meeting that "It cannot help but feel confident that of being able to transfer his enIndian civilizations on Pan-Amercomic device from mistaken Council; Harry is the unopposed will take more than attending a Harry will do a good job in his thusiasm for art to his students,, Rollins biggest fiesta and the
ican culture and to coordinate the
identity, to the Irish woman with winner of the vice presidency; Jan meeting once a week for an hour capacity an dhe expressed the feel- and has exemplified the highest! first in a number of years got its
* i* W were pUniim findings of individual workers
| start back in 1934 as the Moonthe Jewish name; from men mas- Patton is the new secretary and to accomplish everything," Davis ing that he hopes he will be an ideals of the Rollins Plan.
light fiesta and was held on the
» . X . t » » U i, K..:d this field. Such figures as Dr.
querading as women, to wise Ken Fenderson the editor of the also mentioned the possibility of asset to the organization to which
He has brought the benefits of
this year Tit ^ ' " ^ Rouse, of Yale, editor of
lake shore of the campus; its big
having
a
"spirit
steering
committhe students elected him.
his 35 years experience as an
asides to the audience. It is a Sandspur. The candidates revealW » i t SoaronndSe •A."ierican Antiquity; Dr. Gordon
feature was a chicken dinner in
artist,
a
r
t
dealer,
teacher,
and
scholarly anthology of fun, but ed their individual enthusiasms tee" as a project to increase school
Ken Fenderson, as the new edthe college commons. During the
B «Bteh for the name R. Willey of the Smithi
seldom funny.
The ingredients and anticipated successes in in- spirit. He would like also to cut itor of the Sandspur, wa ; busily critic, a view-point not often found
war the Fiesta was abandoned in
stitution; Mr. John W. Griffin,
down on expenses where the Stut k iporti
academic circles.
were time-tested, and still the pud- terviews for the Sandspur.
favor of Bundles for Britain and
dent Association fee is allocated. working on this week's edition
flod b«t that it will state archaeologist of Florida and ding failed.
When
it
was
discovered
that
he
Arthur Swacker bowed politely
Harry Hancock seems very hap Monday night. He stated, "I have was to leave in June, a "Vote of its biggest feature was a White
Sfottj-fl'ethereliP^'^sident of the Florida AnthropoNot all the blame can be sent out of his job as president of the
faith that the Sandspur will make
Elephant Bazaar. After the war
.
logical Society, and many others
scurrying home to Mr. Wild(
worthwhile reading. It has to be Confidence" for Mr. Greason was the White Elephant Sale was held
Student Council and indicated that
were present at the conference
however. The production would under his administration he ob'
read because our money situation circulated on this campus, and was for various local charities. This
meetings, during which papers
have been entirely adequate at thi tained much cooperation from the
is such that pictorial journalism signed by 298 students. Many per- year the Rollins Woman's Assowere presented and discussions
sonal letters were sent in by Mr.
Fred Stone Laboratory Theatre, ai students ,and that the very
is not possible."
ciation sponsored the Fiesta for
held on the various phases of anGreason's students emphasizing
originally planned, but it was not cessful Homecoming events and
Rollins Endowment Fund.
He goes on to say, "I've organ- the personal advantage they had
cient cultures.
Annie Russell fare. To succeed the first organized Ratting are a
They
asked Mrs, Rhea Smith to
ized
my
staff
somewhat
and
they
Dr. Guthe, who was introduced
found in working under him.
even faintly, this opus needs ex- couple of instances indicating this
She said she
are all as enthusiastic and eager William Germain Dooly, ex-critic act as chairman.
by Dr. Rafael Heliodoro Valle,
pert clowning and acting, and the
Swacker expressed his
as I to make the 'Spur' a topnotch of the Boston Transcript, director would accept if she might have a
Honduran Ambassador to the US;
cast was not equal to the demand.
thanks to the administraco-chairman; Adna Johnston was
college
paper.
If
hard
work
will
of education of the Museum of
emphasized the importance of an
There were a few exceptions. tion, the faculty, the old council
nominated to the 'position. Both
do it—-we'll succeed."
Fine Arts at Boston, and the
understanding of earlier civilizaJanet Olson played with great and officers and staff for all their
chairmen spoke before each sotions for intelligent considerati
"The paper is yours and I hope Metropolitan Museum of New cial group on campus urging their
Gerry Walker
warmth and charm. Perhaps it is cooperation during the year, as
York, in commenting on Greason's
you
will
let
me
know
how
you
of the problems of our own. His
Twelve nations signed the Atparticipation. The students iook
carping to add that this emphasis well as the students of Rollins
Boston Symphony series has stattalk was followed by a program
lantic treaty binding them into feel about it. If you don't like
over the entire midway and every
on charm was often at the ex- College.
ed . . . in this case we can acclaim
on the Everglades National Park,
collective defense. This involves what you're readinggroup was represented in some
pense of her characterization. Mrs.
During the introductory meet- the pooling of technical and ma- stead of your friends across the the coming to full powers of a project.
presided over by Karl A. Bickel,
Levi is not all one color. She is
great American artist.
Dorothy
ing of the new Student Council, terial assets in the event any one table at Beanery."
former president of the United
a Harlequin, gaily checkered with
President Hugh Davis mentioned of them is attacked.
Press and well-known Florida Aucontinues, "The thing that Adlow of the Christian Science
As the Sandspur goes to press
shrewdness, malice, love of inMonitor, wrote, "He is an artist
that there will have to be many
thor. Daniel B. Beard, superinthe financial report on the fiesta
In Peiping, China, delegations of makes a paper is good copy
trigue, as well as warmth. To
committees organized to handle both the Nationalists and Com have all the confidence that the of peculiar sensitiveness—we find is still incomplete but it appears
tendent of the Everglades Park,
stress only the one facet
that
he
has
come
into
his
full
all the various activities associat- munist parties met to begin formal people I ask to write will come
presented colored motion pictures,
that close to $3,000 will be added
court monotony, a fate which Miss
through for me. With your coop- Stride."
ed with his job, and that he wants negotiations for peace.
with his own commentary, and J.:
to the Rollins Endowment Fund, a
scaped by the skin of Mreration and my legwork Thursto work everyone to the bone! He
C. Harrington, regional archaeOil men see no need n
Intended for Princeton, he in- fund that now totals over $1 milWilder's teeth. The same applies
(Continned on Page 2)
said that the red tape attached building industry as proposed by
ologist of the National Park ServThe following figures await
stead
entered
the
Art
Students
to Eugene Smith as the Merchant.
to his new job is tremendous, as Julius A. Krug, Secretary of Inice, spoke on anthropological asLeague of New York in 1914. At the full financial report; the presOnly lack of variety dimmed his
it was in the previous one, and terior, which would involve buildent Igures are of income only, the
pects of the park.
the
close
of
his
third
year
there
performance.
Leslie Boyd has
Sunday evening the Seminole Ining of synthetic oil plants.
listed in the Essex Troop of expenses have not been deducted
brightness which experience should
dian Association of Florida sponthe New Jersey cavalry and went from the totals. The biggest monStock prices fluctuates! within
polish. He seemed always to know
sored a program on "The Seminole
th the 29th Division, ey maker by far is the Bazaar
narrow range, as price cuts inwhat he was doing, even though
To
Indians Today." Principal speak•eceived the Silver Star in which is still in operation.
creased and congressional action
he was not always able to bring it
er was William Zimmerman, Jr.,
the
Meuse-Argonne
offensive. Aft- date its gross income exceeds $1,Charles
Walsh,
ex-convict
and
on
domestic
political
issues
conoff. Joseph Popek amused in his
400.
The
biggest
money
maker
acing commissioner of Indian Afthe armistice he was sent to
recent familiar figure around Roltinued to lag.
bit, and Robert Elman had his
fairs from Washington, who disthe A.E.F. Art Training Centre am^ong the sororities and fraternGerard Walker
"Streamline" plan introduced by lins College and Winter Park
good moments, too.
ities are Alpha Phi Lambda and
cussed general Indian policies and
Starting the 27th of April "Thi F. and R. Labarus Company's de- lecture circles, ignored a college at Bellevue near Paris. He re- Lambda Chi Alpha, however, these
The cast- was blessed by two
problems.
Specific Seminole isauthority regulation last Monday turned to this country for disstand-outs. Chap McDonnell play- Tragedy of Macbeth" will b( partment store, Columbus, Ohio,
standings may change by next
charge
but
the
following
spring
night
and
paid
a
short
visit
to
the
sues were dealt with by Kenneth
ed his small roles with such crack- shown at the Annie Russell The which guarantees 24 hour service
found him back in Europe. He week when the full financial report
Rollins campus.
A. Marmon, special agent for Inling vigor, he quickened the tempo atre with an all student cast. Ap^ through efficiency of streamline
published. Mrs. Rhea Smith,
studied at the Academic Colarossi
dians in Florida; and William R.
warehouse.
Walsh was promptly removof the farce whenever he appeared. pearing in the title role will b(
in Paris and painted in Cornwall, Fiesta chairman, believes that
Boyd, president of the Seminole
The world's sugar production for ed from the campus by the Winter
He has an intuitive sense of tim-^ Sidney Lanier, who is rememberNormandy, and the Tyrol. In the with better weather breaks the
Indian Association.
estimated
at
a
Park
police
when
someone
reported
for
his
numerous
roles,
the
most
]
194819
ing and pace. He is an actor who
mid-Twenties he returned to di- Fiesta might have doubled its inrecent of which was in "Pursuit record 37,689,000 tons according ed the incident to the proper autakes charge.
And her view is substantirect the Artists Gallery in aEst
thorities.
Although this is her debut on of Happiness". Lady Macbeth will to Department of Agriculture.
60th Street, N. Y., where he show- j ated by the complete loss of the
Russia counters pact by threeMr. Walsh was formally asked ed the work of many of his asso-1 cotton candy, and parking revee Rollins stage, it is safe to say be played by Nan Van Zile who
to leave the campus and remain ciates now famous nationally. Be- nues and although visitors came
that Judy Baker will be seen often was last seen as the lead in *'The | fold attack which involves the
away for the purpose of better tween 1928 and 1932 he painted from as far as Mt. Dora and Kisin the future. She is a natural. Little Foxes", Duncan, King of, xnform, the politburo and
public relations toward the col- again in France. The depression simmee, the rain did it a serious
Although her role was small, hers Scotland, will be portrayed by•.Yugoslavia.
Israel-Britain situation shows lege. He had been advised to this brought him home again—to teach injury to the number of visitors
Dubsdread Country Club was was a rich, detailed characteriza- Joseph Friedman, his sons Maieffect by Dean Stone and Dr. Rusthe scene of the delightful Plan- tion and completely dominated thi colm and Donaldbain by Randolph signs of softening.
Phillips Academy, Andover, there might have been.
tation Ball given by the Pi Beta fourth act. Miss Van Huysen, ai and Gerard Walker, respectively, | Southern states move to put sell at the time of his lecture Mass.
' curbs on Ku-Klux-Klan. Tentative period on the campus while proPhi last Saturday night. The or- played by Miss Baker, had so much Ranny having last appeared
In addition to the direct moneFor five years prior to coming tary gains the college received an
chestra was staged on the porch gusto, vivacity, style and assur- Sheridan Whiteside in "The M; I new laws providing for defensive moting the C.H.A.N. Club.
measures against outbursts of vioWhile on the campus Mr. Walsh to Rollins he held the position of amount of public relations benefit
behind tall white columns drip- ance, she could have only remain- Who Came to Dinner", Gerard
had gained the sympathy of many resident artist at Deerfield Acad that is impossible to estimate;
his own adaptation of the DeMau- lence in Klan and imitators.
ping wtih Spanish moss. The but- ed a spinster by choice.
San Marino, California, tragedy students in a movement directed emy, Deerfield, Mass. While there hundreds of visitors got an inler graciously introduced each
Perhaps it is kindest to leave passant short story "La Parure'
couple as they stepped os to the the other ladies and gentlemen as Henri Loisel. Banquo will t —Kathy Fiscus, three and one-half toward penal reform. He spoke he designed a large mural project timate glimpse of a part of the
front lawn where couples were | nameless- For the credit side, it played by Jack Sears, MacDuff by years old, dies after vain attempts in several classes and directed a for the school and supervised thi Rollins campus they never knew
dancing under the stars. A horse- may be said they had memorized Bob Blackburn, a visitor to th' to save her as a result of falling visit with the accompaniment of painting of a thousand square feet existed.
Through the Rollins
drawn buggy bearing a Negro their lines. Here, however, their Rollins campus, and many others and being trapped in abandoned 10 students and Dr. Russell of the of murals in the Lovell Ge:
Womans Association over forty
psychology department to a State Hospital, Fort Devens, Mass
mammy added local color to the concept of acting ceased. Their will be seen in the supporting cast well for more than 24 hours.
towns-people cooperated with the
Military budget set at $15,909,- Road camp outside of Orlando.
The work he has done at Rollins college staff during the weeks of
event while the aroma of barbe- manner of moving and speaking, including Mary DeLano, Corky
OEi.
The above mentioned C.H.A.LN. will be remembered for a long work that went into the final fiesta
cued ham drifted through the air, the way they handled their cos- Scarborough, Jack Belt, Cynthia 116,800 in 1950 fiscal year approvThe waiters served miniature mint tumes, and the style in which the Crawford, Betty Garrett, Josette ed by house appropriation commit- organization, citizens help Against time to come. He has given his with its numerous concessions,
Institutional Negligence, was pro- itudents something that will stay Renfro Valley program, square
'J juleps to all the gusets who sip- girls wore their hair, no more be- Stainciu, Tom Snow, Jim McMen- tee.
Crowd of over a million watched moted to aid Mr. Walsh in dis- vith them long after they have dance, bazaars ,and bridge games.
, to mention the major ones.
• ped them refreshingly between longed to 1880 than does Lana
tributing
the facts about Florida's left the school. Whether they be Of the studently only praise was
Army
Day
parade
down
Fifth
AveThe
play
is
in
rehearsal
now
and
dances. To complete the picture Tumer. Even if they had no inpenal system by arranging state- artists or not, they cannot, after heard.
the orchestra gave forth with ner resources to draw upon, a lit- undergoing strenuous rehearsal in
Mrs. McGoon, speaking
wide
speaking
engagements. His I studying with Mr. Greason, help ^or the Womans Association said
Foreign
Minister
Gromyko
dethe
creation
of
this
very
difficult
"Dixie" ending the ball on a true tle research in the library might
lectures were his own testimonies j but have a finer understanding of
Southern note.
tell them something about the perv production, whose success depends clared that Great Britain, France
that, "The spirit, energy, and iniabout the inhuman treatment to what art means, the excitement of
iod they were supposed to portray. upon the diligence and cooperation and U.S. were creating powerful
tiative of the studently and the
litary bases in former Italian which he was exposed while serv- creative experience and the knowl- way they met the near disaster of
J
Cork, imported principally from
The play was directed by Don of all who are involved. Costumes
edge that only th association with
.jlljP Spain ahd Portugal before the war, Allen, the gay sets were by Wil- are being designed by Dick Hill colonies in Africa. U.S Delegate ing time on a State Road Departrain was very heartening to
a great man can bring.
i
John Foster Dulles denies charges. ment chain gang.
is now being grown in this country.
and Corky Scarborough.
fContinucd on Page 4)
the Womans Association.'
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Davis, Hancock, Patton, Fenderson
Victorious In Student Elections

News
In BrieF

Macbeth Cast,
Hit Expected

OleSouth Relived
A t Pi Phi Ball

Ex-Con Comes
Ex-Con Goes
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If Music Be The Food O f Love

Thundering Heard

The Maestro held his baton lighting the glint of fire in her
aloft; his bald head gleamed in rolling eyes.
To the Editor of the Sandspur:
April 4, 1949
"It's the time of the love moon
the spotlight. In white tie and
May we, the executive commitThe Rollins Women's Associatails, he looked like an awkward O fierce warrier," she agreed.
tee of the Rollins Annual Fiesta, tion wants to thank through the
"When drums finish," he said
Condor poised for flight. Then,
I Office: Fairba
Telephone 187 J express through your paper oui Sandspur all the students who
Gocha drew close to Jonga and
like a Condor rising to Andean
deep gratitude and appreciation tc helped in any way to make our
heights
in
ever
decreasing
concenthought
about . . .
the many on the campus who as- Fiesta a great success, despite the
tric circles, the Maestro seemed to
Andy Tomafiko sisted in helping t o make the Fi- weather man. As yet we do not
Advertising Con
become a thing of beauty soaring
Alice Smith esta a success in spit of the rain!
The drunk leaned over the specknow how much money we will
on the haunted strains of Debus- trum of the juke and vainly tried
Dereck Dnnn-Rnnkii
At no time were we in doubt
have for the Rollins Endowment
Sptfrts Editors
Jim McMenemy, Dave Meltietlinn
sy's "Afternoon of a Faun".
to push a quarter into the nickle
DR. GRANBERRY
Feature Editor
__
Dalla4« Williama that our plans would be car
Kit Bowen out but the spirit in which all Fund, but aside from the financial
Jonathan Walker, III, cloistered slot. Accidentally hitting the right
Robert^ Van Hoose
Xjayout and Lead Editor
It was only 1:30 in the morning by the draped gloom of his fam- slot, he peered bleary-eyed at the
Bev Hanson carried through when we were angle we feel that this affair was
Jack Hehlek
tremendously worthwhile in many
len the phone rang and £
ily's private box, leaned closer to selections^ As though forking the
Stanley Kudd faced with disappointing weather other ways, and are grateful to
Photography Edit
said, "Oh, Dr. Granberry, I've just the ermined shoulders of Gloria last chop, he stabbed a t "You Are
went far beyond our expectations
the
individual
students
and
the
Haversham. With confident im- My Sunshine".
Dawsc
and
the
final
result
will,
we
think,
finished
my
new
novel,
I
just
know
arry Baldw
r, Robe Neuhau
groups for their
cooperation. it will be a Book of the Month petuosity, he bent his lips to her
be gratifying to all.
The juke welled out the smooth
Proofreaders
Thank you one and all.
shell-like
ears.
Many
,
many
thanks
to
the
stustrains of Vaughn Monroe's "Red
Club selection. Shall I read it to
Ann Lewis Turley, Juana Bostec
Rewrite
dents, faculty and staff—without
Roses For a Blue Lady". Sitting
"Darling,"
he
murmured,
"
I
love
you
over
the
phone
or
shall
I
come
Clara
B.
Adolfs,
Polly Clark
whose wonderful cooperation such
in his favorite darkened booth
Play Revie^Ts
to your house." Needless to say you so veddy, veddy much but
President
plans couldn't be made.
Gerry Walke Milton Schwartz, Nan Van Zile
when I heah Debussy's amoral Jack Walker leaned closer to the
person a t the other end of thi
Rollins Women's Association.
padded shoulder of Glo Haines, his
(Signed)
music,
I
desire
you
more
than
Meg Smith, Nancy Morris
phone was sadly disappointed to
. Schwartz
The Fiesta Executive Committee
evah."
'
find out that this was no time of
"Baby," he leered, "that oozy
Bev Cotter, Billie Moo
ettie Goldr
"Oh!" she said. "You sweet,
night for anyone to be reading sweet boy. Between you and the tune does things to me. Let'
ancy Butts
their newly constructed master- music, I'm simply overwhelmed." out of this joint and make a crowd
I
Sat
Down
To
W
r
i
t
e
, Pat Roberts, Patsy Creel
piece.
Gloria drew closer to Jonathan
Ralph Siedel, Nancy Morrison, Marge Watson
"Oh, Jack!"
Glo turned her
Dr. Edwin Granberry, Rollins' and thought about . . .
Gerard Walker
pleased face up to his. "You're
well-known creative writing teachMtmber*
The Zulu medicine-man raised so romantical." She started to
Stealing along the railroad er, has been teaching here for the
Associated GDlle6icrfG Press
track around 1 a.m., Sir Archibald last 16 years and the above inci- his devil-wand; with the leopard
Espionage Spy for His Ma- dent is one of the many that have skin draped over his shoulders and
"Soon as I finish my beer, BaDistributor of
Hester Davis
head by," Jack said.
jesty's Government, engaged in colored his life during his stay back, the mute-snarling
G>Ile6iale Di6est
Dean Enyart and Dean Cleve work of a rather dangerous and here at Rollins. He can usually above his own, he looked like a
Glo drew closer to Jack and
on from hell. Then the beat thought about . . .
land never look harrassed to me laborious nature inside Nazi G<
be found advising aspiring young
ESTABLISHED IN 1894 WITH T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
many, was desperately searching literary giants as to their trials of the tom-toms started pulsating
so it was with complete
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well-rounded yet mmty
for the place to switch the track and tribulations at almost any
r surging throb for an orgy
that
I
asked,
"What
goes
The last chord of "Afternoon of
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name
off its conventional course in order hour of day and in almost every of blood.
a Faun" died on the crowded air
imflies, victorious in single combat and therefore without a feer, Dean's office?" Thereupon Miss that a train transporting top
Jonga
Worn, sitting on the out- of the concert hall. The maestro
Fairchild
reeled
oif
a
list
that
had
imaginable
place,
from
his
back
wonderfuUy attractive and extensive in circulation; all these will be
Nazi
personnel
would
fail
efficientyard, surf fishing at Titusville or side of the firelit circle of sway- turned and leaned forward against
snowed before I even started
found ufon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities of
ly to serve its purpose. Slither- in Orlando Hall.
ing bodies, leaned toward the bare, the burst of applause that surged
And I thought I was busy just gothe
Sandsfur.
ing, creeping from bush to bush
against him. As he smiled moding to classes.
Dr. Granberry was bom in Mis- glistening shoulders of Gocha
in the pouring rain and subject to
estly to the plaudits of the crowd,
No one can get through a month machine gun fire any minute, S: sissippi and lived for several years Homba,. With impetuous confiHURRAH! IT WORKED
dence, he grunted into her bone- ;e gazed a t the vacant seat where
at Rollins without going to either
felt the pitter-patter c in the Indian Territory in Oklalis young wife sometimes sat
Last week Mother Nature tried to put the evil eye on Dan Cleveland or Dean Enyart for Archibald
pierced ear.
homa.
Undoubtedly
here
were
rain on his brown felt hat (turne
another one of Rollins' money making stunts. It didn't
"Drums speak of love. You and Damn her licentious soul!" he
kind of information or help. down on both ends) which rolled seen many incidents that were
bought. "If she's out with that
work. The students bucked wind and rain to save the Fiesta They are always there at the right on
to his military raincoat (Lloyd'; later to appear in his vivid, coL
from being a fiasco.
Gocha gazed at him, desire high- gigilo again, I'll break her neck
time saying the right thing. They of Bond Street 1939). With J ful novels, and short stories. After
The result? $3,800 fat dollars to enlarge an inadequate can repremand without being "torch" in his left hand, and on< moving from Oklahoma to Florida
endowment fund.
mean; they have an answer for all of those nifty British automatics he attended the University of Flor
We are proud of the students for continuing their con- our excuses; they are kind and clenched in his other small -white ida at Gainesville. During th
cessions in the loges when the weather threatened their suc- sympathetic when we come to them hand. Sir Archibald sensed a vi- World War he served in the US
cess in the Sandspur Bowl.
Apparently the
with our troubles. That is part of bration of the track underneath Marine Corps.
We are indebted to George Cartwright for his aid and their outward duty as a Dean. In- his belly, and surmised instantly Marine Corps base at Parris Iscapable assistance lent to us by his efficient staff.
wardly, or rather behind the that it was the Express nearing land, South Carolina, hasn't changWe are grateful to the Fiesta Committee for their able scenes, they do everything from the place of anticipated tragedy.
bit because the mosquitos,
By John Whitmire
together we can get a rate! Anyguidance in promotion of so valuable a cause.
arranging for orientation week to AH! The switch! There it is! mud, etc., were still present durA white hand was seen in the one interested and who wishes to
It is our hope and expectation that next year's Fiesta will supervising the decoi'ating of the Goody! Sir Archibald took the ing the Second World War.
dense smoke. It moved slowly to
help please see M. Schulz.
feature the ever famous Florida sunshine and not such er- dormitories.
iron instrument that was to perAfter his discharge from the and fro. The shadowy figures
The other day several loud blasts
amples of light dews familiar to California fairgrounds.— Starting even before the begin- form the job from his inner vest Corps
he attended Columbia Uni- slumped on the low couches be- shook the sculpture studio and it
K.E.F.
ning of school, they arrange the pocket which had, up to now, been
ity and graduated in 1920. He came more quiet-^the low mutter- was decided that perhaps someone Hivflowe
ings
of
"L'art
pour
L'art"
were
squashing
his
last
pack
of
Playrooming of all students. (If you
continued his studies at Harvard
fsM see
A soft tapping was blasting stumps out of the
and yanked the track over,
have a room with a small closet
sity in the 47 workshop soon quieted.
ground on the other side of the ilyini
you can blame it on them). Once where it fell in line with another
Professor George Baker. sound was heard; it was the own- lake. One of the more fervent na- fteryone
er
of
the
mystic
hand—Bob
Boyle
the welcoming activities are over, track that was disconnected 100 During the interval before he
ture lovers was roused to great rating ai
they begin work on rushing and yards ahead on the edge of an em- came to Rollins he taught at Ste- —rapping on a barrel of cheese
anxiety over the fact that the fwple we
"The Rollins boys are nice but pledging. All sorority, fraternity, bankment. From a good distance
Question: How do the boys from
Institute in Hoboken, New with an old cork from a bottle
stumps were being torn from their
the visiting schools compare with the visiting men are terrific."
and honorary society activities are behind him shone a beam of white Jersey. When he isn't reading of cognac. The studio club "was
in order, so to speak. The old places and was ready to begin an
the Rollins boys?
"There is no comparison. It's supervised by Dean of Women or light. Meeting his ears nc
other' people's novels or teaching,
uprising. The student was calmand
the
new
business,
and
anyThis week it was impossible to like trying to compare steak to Dean of Men as the case may be. the sound Ch-ch-ch-ch-ch-ch-ch-ch Dr. Granberry devotes his time to
ed when the theory was advanced
This includes, of course, Pan-Hel- followed by a shrill European train raising rare camellias.
get direct quotations since no one hamburger."
It is thing else t h a t happened to be
that more detailed investigation
hanging
around,
was
taken
care
histle
and
clikety
clack—clikety
Council,
wanted their names beside their
rumored around Winter Park and
One lone female stood up for lenic, Inter-Fraternity
nasty remarks. As one girl said, the Rollins fellows saying the vis- and Student Council. That's a job Clack—clikety clack. Sir Arch; Orange County that he is about to of. The main pbint of the evening had disclosed that the sound was
rard sent
"No matter what we think of the itors looked like "a bunch of in itself. You must know by now, bald was delighting himself now run most of the professional nur- was a talk by Mr. Bissel, which due to the fact that Miss Ortmayif not by experience then by hear- in the total effect of it all when serymen out of business. In ad- was very interesting and enjoyed er and Miss Cameron were play- iliile lie
Rollins boys we still would like a hungry wolves,"
ing bean-bag on the roof of the till C, i
say, that it is the Deans who check suddenly—he felt the tails of his dition to his camellia nursery, he by all.
date once in a while."
the absences from classes and who trench coat tied in the switch. has the veritable beginnings of a
Edith Schulz was appointed as studio, as relaxation between
The biggest gripe the girls seem
have the disciplinary responsibil- Ch-ch-ch-ch-CH-CH-CH-CH. The zoo in the back yard of his plan- a committee of one lost and strug- classes.
to have against our boys is mantrain
light
lit
up
the
whites
of
his
ity.
(That's
the
part
of
the
jab
tation—parrots,
ducks,
chickens:
gling
sold to try to get at least, 20
ners.
Here are some remarks
Mr. Greason's 133 enjoyed a picI would hate most). If you break eyes as he lay there desperately dogs, cats and sometimes even subscriptions to the timely magmade about the visitors.
a leg or rupture an appendix, it is trying to tear one of the best rain- snakes.
azine 'Art News'. I t seems t h a t nic the other day on some lake,
"First time anyone has opened
CLIKETY
their responsibility to see that you coats ever made.
if the 20 subscribers can be gotten somewhere near here, last week.
a door for me since Christmas."
Creative
writing
classes
are
ofSo far none of the participants
Let your friends enjoy the fa- get to a hospital. Your parents CLACK — CLIKETY CLACK— ten visited by his prominent lit"They've read Emily Post."
has been able to determine just
"They know how to treat a girl mous Rollins Chapel Choir all receive a note from the Dean tell- the train was bearing down upon erary friends, Thornton Wilder,
year round by presenting them ing how, how much and how bad Sir- Archibalkd fast when suddenly John P. Marquand and many oth basis for the construction of their where they were but anyway
on a date."
I realized I had forgotten to
own plan. To each point they everyone had a very pleasant time
Other
miscellaneous remarks with the Album of Chapel Music. (Small note from Miss Fairchild:
ers.
Dr. Granberry can't quit*
Your close friends who are gradu- Fifteen illness reports must be put the paper in the typewriter.
forget the time Frank Taylor oJ tried to work out a more ecicient —including the red bugs, mosating wili be delighted with this typed and posted in seven buildand
mature approach, which will quitoes, and other ferocious beasts
"At least they're men."
Reynal and Hitchcock came down
"The Boston boys were ador- collection as a permanent remem- ings). All Pelican activities are
with a copy of their newest pub- add up to a truer expression than of the Florida wilds. Mariel Ridpervised by these our efficient
brance of Rollins. This is a graduable."
lication "Strange Fruit" which had was Ratting of the Rollins edu- dle entertained with a few anec?
sans; I'd like that. The service
ation gift any student will apprenot yet hit the standa. Dr. G. pre cational plan.. Their main prem- dotes collected on her recent Belciate. I t is also an ideal birth- they render to us which I feel is
dieted and placed a bet that they ise is that all which is forced up- gian Congo tour. Dwain Sommers
day, wedding or anniversary gift, their kindest, most unselfish, is
wouldn't sell over 5,000 copies. Dr, on a person remains superficial and also helped out by doing some of
so check off your list by placing a that of recommendations. If you
Granberry miscalculated slightly. apart from him while that which is his inimitable bird calls. In fact,
Rollins Album as a gift from you have been a good boy or girl as
learned and done voluntarily be- this last feat was so realistic that
He's probably still paying off.
se may be; if you want a job
to them.
comes an integral part of him. a heron swooped in and asked us
chance at graduate school,
The alternate plan needs to be in a hoarse whisper "Which way
The
album
consists
of
four
10The heroism of the human spirii
go to Dean Enyart or Dean Clevemake it easy for the upperclassWHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF men to know who the new stu- strengthened and developed now. did they g o ? " Needless to say, a
makes even the most skeptical sus- inch unbreakable records ir
land and they will do their utmost
The Alternate Plan Committee good time was had by all.
beautiful
cover
designed
by
John
RATTING?
That
is
the
question
picious that man is more than i
to get you in.
dents are so that they may meet
urge all students who feel that
—claim the Alternate Plan Group.
creature of flesh. That men car Charleburger. The New Jersey
looner; to have a little fun;
One of the lightest woods in the
These, of course, are only a few So out they went interviewing, dis- to keep the freshmen from getting Ratting is not the best solution
stand forth for ideals and prin- Engineering Company who mad
the
records
are
experts
in
the
re
to
college spirit come to their world is tano, which is found in
duties
in
a
lengthy
list.
Did
you
cussing and listening to students homesick; to put the arrogant
ciples even at peril of their lives
realize that half of this went on
the campus. The answers they freshmen in their place; and— April 15 meeting at the Chapel Siam and on the Malay Peninsula.
and limbs is one of the main claims cording field.
*!Pai
The collection contins (1) two in that nice cool Administration
across were many and vari- why, it's just tradition. Taking Conference Room to further ad- It is used in making pith helmets.
that men are divine.
"To get the freshmen to learn I these alleged purposes, the Alter- just, develop and crystalize this Among the heaviest woods is black
Most of us are careful. What Each Chorales (2) two Christmas building? I didn't. Our Deans
ironwood, a native of the West
we so often fail to see and heed Carols (3) one popular song "Lis- are wonderful people; I would like the Rollins songs and cheers; t o ' n a t e Plan Group used them as the new plan.
es and the Florida Keys.
is the peril of our careful lives. ten to the Lambs" and (4) Brahms' to know them better, they would
Living prudently, and wisely may beautiful number "How Lovely Is like to know you better. Rollins
couldn't
do
without
them,
and
is
Thy
Dwelling
Place".
lengthen our days. But for what?
You can get the albums you'll better because of them.
As D. H. Lawrence once remarked:
"Poor old Queen Victoria had want from the Chapel office any
length of days: but Emily Bronte weekday from 9 a.m. till 5 p m .
had life. She died of it. Life is They sell for only $5 so be sure
like a capricious mistress: the to get a set for your friends and
more you woo her, the more she one for yourself also.
despises you. You have to get up
Monday night, Art Swacker, reand go to something more inter- Student Elections—
tiring president of the Student
esting. Then she'll pelt after you."
(Continued from page 1)
Council, introduced Hugh Davis,
day's reading should be a pleasure the new president, Janet Patton,
Program notes: Dr. Nathan to read for us all."
the new secretary, and Harry HanStarr will be the preacher at the
Jan Patton, elected secretary of cock, the new vice president to the
1. Have your clothes washed and dried clean, promptly, and
Good Friday service at 12:00; Dr. the student council, extends her elected representatives of the
Alexander Waite will speak at the appreciation to the students for council and their guests.
carefully at the LAUNDERETTE
Sunrise Service by the lake Easter electing her to a position she has In a short introductory speech,
Morning a t 6 a.m. The Inde- always wanted to hold, and hopes Hugh Davis informed the reprependent Women are sponsoring a that she will be able to accomplish sentatives that council member2. The LAUNDERETTE is agent for Winterland C l e a n e r s "Coffee" after this service.
her job to the satisfaction of all ship entailed much committee work
cerned.
The After Chapel Club will not
outside of the council itself. He
giving you efficient 2-day and 24-hour special service on all
meet Easter Sunday.
reminded them of their responsitree at McKethan
dry cleaning.
Question for the week: Who is Lake, magnolia
near BrooksviUe, is recog- bility, and asked for their cooperaout of step, you or God ?
nized by the American Forestry tion to make the council organiAssociation as the largest tree of zation efficient and an active aid
Planned forest lire control is a its type in the world. I t has a to Rollins College. The meeting
161 W. FAIRBANKS
"must" in the growing of timber circumference of 14 feet, 4 inches,
WINTER PARK
then adjourned.
and a height of 110 feet.
crops.
: By mail anywhe

Dean's Office
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Of Work

Down A t The Studio

Inquiring Reporter

Choir Recordings
Popular Sale

Alternate Plan

To Be Discusse(
April 15

Student Council
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S A V E

on your cleaning bills

two ways —

V

k
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Ad Libbins

Wheel The People
Kappa Kapers
The Pi Phi dance Saturday nigh
• foundma nyt Kappas and their
• dates enjoying
themselves
at
Dubsdread. Some of the gals and
their escorts were C. P. and Marty,
Bee and Hardy, Martha and Nor,: man, Mary H. and Andy, Gloria
• and Deacon, Joyce and Kenny.
": Martha L. and Fred, and Barbara
. i R. and Lee took advantage of the
': nice weather and went on a picnic.
Nancy M. Left Friday for Palm
Beach to rest up before the tennis
:; tournament in Miami and Marnee
is leaving Monday. Good luck to
5- you both.
Friday night the Thetas had
over to eat strawberry short-cake
• with them and it was certainly delicious. Despite the calories, thank
- you for a lovely time.

'"but, Joe, a white orchid! Oh! life to its basic constituents, Sex,
You shouldn't have*." Jinx was Alcohol, and money. In spite of
just sleeping. She had a silly grin the fact that this theory is not enon her face which has been there tirely original, the boys, save for
for many nights and no one knows "Gutchees" Bedortha, who still
why. Ellie looked disgruntled— clings to the old fashioned idea
she was running around in a fren- that alcohol has no place in this
zy on her bed screaming, "Gordie, set up, think their work to be of
where's the other ham, what hap- extraordinary importance as a
to
p h i 1 osophical
pened to all the mint juleps, etc., contribution
etc." Bobbie was ecstatically hap- thought.
py, "Imagine Don not only not
We are now looking forward to
fussing about my smoking but he another week of intellectual debought me a pack of cigarettes!" velopment.
And so it went on down the hall—
Enjoyin' themselves in the coll of evenin' at the Pi Phi Plantashun are,
Chi O Capers
all the little angels were busily
from left to right, Phil Howland, Dolores Gentille, Edith Schultz and
Last Monday night we started
dreaming about the dance.
Dan Draznik.
our
week
off
with
a
picnic
given
Congratulations are in order for
our ex-pledges who were initiated by our alums at one of the homes
fering very painfully from his Is there an in-law in the house ?
Sunday afternoon.
They are; on Genius Drive. The weather
Carling Ale-ments. Doctors say Al Johnston and Bill Steinmetz
Jeannie Wiselogel, Dale Travis forced us inside in the midst of
it all started from an overdose of are the real thing, however. Um'm
Cathy Dawson, Matilann Thorns, roasting hotdogs, but a little rair
History 111.
Carol Rede, Jinx Steele, Caroline couldn't discourage our gay spirMerry Easter to all and to all
Colonel Ed Motch is having to
'"••^^atn
Theta Tidbits
Marsh, Nancy Crane, Bev Hoff- its from all the wonderful food.
sell all of his many assets and a good sunburn. We've composed
Sunbathing
in
the
patio
anc
Q]
Kappa Alpha Theta is proud to man, Jeanne Mora and Grace Johna
song to old Sol. "Be Careful,
even
replace
the
car
he
now
owns
"inted • announce the pledging of Betty ston. The initiation service was playing volleyball manages to keep with a '31 Hudso-Ford. Just gO'
It's My Hide".
\ P b a g , Fort Wayne, Indiana, on fallowed by a banquet at the Mag- the gals quite busy these days. We to show all of you fine students
«'JC*1." ^
were all working feverishly the
' ^ April 3; and the initiation of Vir- nolia Inn.
what one bad night at the pinball
The Crow Call
We're all glad to see Margy back past week to get a good tan for
• • ii I I-.,
ginia Apgar, Mary Bland Dew,
Zowie! We're back in print.
the Pi Phi dance which high- machine can do. (Moment of
*•* •id.
^ SiRocky Flanders, Betsy Haley, and hope tftat she's all well soon!
lighted the week end. Seen there lence and tears.) Anyone wishing After a protracted battle with the
' ^ t » jj^,^
Mary Ann Hobart, Sheila Kelly,
were Kit and Bob, Helen and Ron to purchase old clothes or used P.U. (Publications Union to you)
Alpha Phi Lambda
M * n t * ^ ^*kt Betty Mikkelson, Susan Monag-ny, Pat and Max, Betty and Dick, ear phone 2 2 bad and ask for the this little Crow can again pass on
Fred Rogers
I i '
han, Peggy Randol, and Cookie
news of the week through the
Jan and Parker, Ellie and Cam, heart broken Colonel.
The
old
order
changeth
giving
r ^ jx^.
Swift on the same date.
Sandspur rather than through
Phyl and Don, Aggie and Bib, and
li* l y
Aft«Di«i[ Shirley, Jane, and Hobo took off place to new:
Alpha Phi Phun
back of the hand conversations
all seemed to be having a wonderPresident:
Norby
Mintz
I pi^^. . ^^ croiiiie|,the early part of this week to play
A wonderful bird is the pelican over glasses of tomato juice, tafultime.
Thanks
to
the
Pi
Phis
Vice president: Bob Heath
1 1 ^ L-_T^ "^ "ttfti" ^^^ Good Neighbor Tournament
, . At the risk of sounding rep- basco, and red pepperfor a lovely dance and a grand
Secretary: Marshall Stone
^ J*'"*J ^<"»Ml igs[which is taking place in Miami.
In case you don't know (and you
ititious we agree that our week
time.
Treasurer: Jack Reardon
(^J[y«*«thitsmfGood Luck, girls!
end there was rather . . . If pink- doubtless don't):
Social Chairman: Fred Rogers
^ J. V ^ * ^«1 Ife "We gave a dessert-coffee for the
Pins have been pried away from:
ness of face and shoulder is any
Student
Council
Reps.:
Charles
X Club Weekly
^"*J™t8oftlieao,Kappas on Friday night and an
Buddy "I'm a new man" Behrens
dication, certain of our members
Charles Da
The X Club is very happy to an** ttemt seat tlunexpected visitor caused quite Robii
by purty little Peggy Randall.
prospered.
nounce t h a t Jim Bryson, Dan
^** sometime
sometiflM ja
.n fommotion.
commotion,- Are you really that
ien
sipping
verandas
on
the
John "grandad" Fitzjohn by
I Wr
Daughtery, Marty Swift, and MaSigma News
wiis soul!' jfriendly with toads, Dana ?
mint juleps of ye olde plantation amazin' Shirly Frye and
The big news this week at Rol- son Wharton have been initiated
" w's out with 4 Many visitors have graced our
were Louie and Jerry, Pat and
Pete "I should of stood in bed"
•• rn bmk her ne^hallowed halls this last week. ns Hall is political in the form and are now actives.
, Joan and Rie, Ginger and Sholley by naughty Nancy Fry.
There is an unlimited amount of
's sister, Joan Garner, a Vas- of an election of new officers for
Jupe, and Alys and Joe. Joe has
On
the verge: Ed "Dr. Tennis
coming year. The results are talent in the Club along the line
lar student, arrived Friday afterour vote for the waiter most likely Ball" Copeland and wee Marsha
noon; another Schlitz fiend blew this: Clyde Stevens has bullied of art. Some of the masters in to. Usually we bring refreshments Mulholland.
in from Milwaukee to visit Mikki; his way into the No. 1 spot; Dick their respective fields are: Bill ,'hen they don't have any, Joe.
Norm "Fourteen nights and I'm
and Mrs. Dorset's sister spent the Saylors, through sheer charm and Koch who specializes in the oils, >ut it was a nice gesture any- still goin' strong" Copeland and
week end reliving fond memories personality has captured the vice Jim Inmand and Buddy Tate who 'ay.
Dlixie Belle Dalrymple.
presidency; Bob, "Stop the car specialize in the sketching field,
ith Brownie.
We had Brothers Day this week.
Bill "Big Caesar" Shafer and
1 rate! i' Our thanks to the Pi Phis for a quick", Draughn is our new treas- Mason Wharton who special
ho wishes^^^"^^^^^ Plantation Ball—we hope urer; and Bill Gordon, cute little in cartooning (self model), and
Bill
Gordon,
has
given
us
a
break
Bob
Van
Hoose
and
Lyle
Chamber;
it is the first of many.
M, Schult
by accepting, after much plead- who specialize in the clay or sculp
ing, the office of secretary. We turing. These modern men of art
• e.ral loud bki
Pi Phi Patter
holding another election next have consented to pool all of th'
walked down the halls of
'•: studio and
'er at noon today, All I week, as three of these have al- talent, and have one big art show
' W h e r e the G a n g Meets E v e r y N i g h t "
: .-.aps sunits;
.
, ,
, ready been impeached.
by next full moon. There will
, - ,;ould see were paiama-clad angels
'• out 01 t! . „ , .
^ ,,
„ •
1
I,
Also this week, we see within a slight gate admission fee of
Still lying peacefully ? m slumber. the group, the formation of a $3,026 for every left hand that enside of •'^yeryone ^ a s worn out from dec- unique little group, the "Faux Pas ters. After artists' fees, etc., have
--^re fervent fr)rating and dancing. Everywhere Club". Heading this is Buddy, been taken care of the remaining
SI T« roused to gnpeople were tossing, turning, hav- "Damn Georgia Tech" High, who cash will be set aside for the X
•nr tbe fact that F & nightmares and talking inco- rose quickly to the top through a Club Old Age Pension Fund which
m t beiag torn from thfherently about the first
nightroom
before,
and natural inability to distinguish was started back in 1949. Im»d » u ready to begins I Peeked into the tvas
firs- wandering men from women. Also in this mediate benefactors of the fund
Get yoiu- Baseball Equipment at Sport Headquarters
TW itodait was dlt^^-P^e^y Clarke was
arrang- group are Don, "This is my last are: Harvard Cox, Jupe Arnold,
t k theory was advai^round—arranging
the beautiful roses
and that Har- hand, I got to go to bed" Brinegar, Clyde Kelly, Dub Palmer, and fast
the
boy
whose
tent
you
see
pitched
fading
Bob
Daniels.
vard
sent
to
remind
her
of
him
Rf detailed iorei
George Whidden has been suflitd that tlie sound ^while he was far away playing on the Pi Phi steps, Gordon Marks,
and "Bangs" Manzo, a transfer
he fict that Miss Ortr,ball. C. A. was mumbling somefrom the Chattahoochee chapter
MM Cmffon ^^^Jjhing like this, "Pete, for heaven's of Sigma Nu.
A fishing contest open only to Rollins Students
^*H « »«
Jn^ake, watch out for my ankle, it's
Elsewhere in the group, we see
•• «'^*""' b i l l i n g me!" Corky was sleeping a philosophical trend. After many
Valuable Prizes! ..Drop in at 160 Park Ave., North
' Jni^° peacefully!
And why not? nights of heated discussion and in- "Just across the Campus"
fwuim'tl^^m^'^\^ter
all, she had been out with
Phone 760
for further information.
jrter diy on f"^^/im the night before. Matilann, tellectual quest, some of the boys
too,
was
murmuring
peacefully— have finally succeeded in reducing
Eft Bcir bere,
,Poe of tbe partial
^ ^ Ui detennine
Grover Morgan
t k r we« bat «>y
Singleton's Gulf Service Station

This is t h a t gay season of the
year when summer stock companies begin being flooded with
letters from college theatre arts
majors. New York actors and
would-be actors out of work, and
anybody else who suddenly decides
that a season of stock is just what
he needs.
The result—Plenty of free labor
for hundreds of summer stock
companies.
The answer—A.N.T.A.
The American National Theatre
and Academy is fast becoming
powerful in the drive to de-centralize the American theatre and
build it up all across the country.
Even now ANTA has its finger
on the pulse of out-of-New York
theatre, working constantly to improve employment for actors, diJolly Jinx Steele.
Dick "Pearly" Evans and pert
Margy Bell.
In addition to all of this extracurricular activity, need we say
that the boys have been beating
the books with more than their
usual zeal, as the new term eases
into its third hilarious week.

I dropped in on rehearsal of
Macbeth last night and saw a
section of what promises to be a
very effective Shakespearian production.
The Van Zile-Lanier
team is taking the lead with the
leads, followed by a very well balanced supporting cast.
As a short sneak preview, I was
privileged to hear the heart rending words, "Oh treachery" gasped
out between knife stabs in one of
the murder scenes. The voice belonged to our small friend, Jack
Sayers who was being set upon
most monstrously by two fiendish
brutes in the person of Ernie Vincent
and Joe
Popeck.
The
scene was the murder of Banquo.
Seriously, it promises to be a
first class job and well worth see-

BILLINGHAM'S STANDARD
SERVICE STATION

Atlas if
*

J Studio

SCHWEIZER^S

rectors, managers and even the
lowly stage hand who is at present
making more money in New York
than all the rest of them put together.
Time and active support will
eventually bring all of us jobs
that will make it worthwhile to
have an acting career.

Batteries
Tires

Also Thorough Lubrication — Car Washes
Expert Mechanical Care

SILVER COACH DINER

Winter Park Sport Shop
ATTENTION

Pegram's Shell
Service Station

^ the red
p o t h e r ferocious b»
-WridawiMs. ManeU

uggests that you change NOW! to Summer Grade
GULFPRIDE OIL

Diamonds - Watches
Next to Bank Building
Winter Park

LAIRD RADIO SALES
AND SERVICE
Now Demonstrating the NEW R.C.A. 45 rpm

Records and Automatic Changer
You've got to HEAR IT to APPRECIATE IT!

242 Park Ave., S.

Phone 123

DALLAS BOWER COLLEGE GARAGE

frettdoB

J. CALVIN MAY
recommends

Johnson's

Barbershop

across from the Colony

Have your car thoroughly checked and put into

Fostner Sweetheart Bracelets
tort
k,dlry«l

and

TOP condition for the coming WARM WEATHER!

Necklaces for Ideal Easter Gifts
Taylor's P h a r m a c y
Next to Britt's Electric

Expert mechanical service.
Prescriptions — Drugs

PARK

AVENUE

BAR

FREE DELIVERY
102 Park Ave., N., Winter Park

210 W. FAIRBANKS

WINTER PARK
DANCING EVERY NIGHT

"Where the Gang Meets"

E -A S T E

FLOWERS

T e l e g r a p h y o u r o r d e r s E A R L Y ! if y o u w a n t t h e m t o a r r i v e
iptl.v.

lohr-lea shop
Say Happy Easter in a New

ite*''

Pastel Cotton or Silk Print

ON

T I M E

LUCY L I T T L E

114 PARK AVENUE

FOUR

ROLLINS

TARS,

HURRICANES

Intramural SoFtball Swings
In W i t h Free Scoring

ROLLINS TENNIS

SANDSFUR

THURSDAY, APRIL 14, i9j.

MEET

THIS

Intramural Horse Kappas Gain
Show Next Sun. Tennis Trophy,

WEEKENDS
\ Miami Here For

Balbiers Makes Two Game Series;
Davis Cup Squad Gray Draws 1st Ganit

The Rollins Baseball team -^
Ricardo Balbiers, our erstwhile
By Marnee Norris
No. 3 man of tennis, is leaving the play host to the University of Uj
The girls' Intramural Tennis old school for a trip to Ireland ami Hurricanes on Friday and Sat
tournament reached its cli; ax last where he is playing in the first urday of this week in a two-gan,j
Thursday as the Kappas
round of the Davis Cup for Chile series to be held at Harper-Shen.
A Veteran Observer Tells
pard
field.
^
tennis trophy for the second against the Irish team. "Rie
All About Wondering
The Hurricanes are the strong,
straight year by edging past the t ^ i n g off on the twentieth of
est inter-state team that Rollinj
Onlookers
Thetas in the finals of both the April and plays his first match
singles and doubles. The big up- the thirtieth. The winner of the has met so far this year. Thev
Ewing McAlIester
hold a four and three record, hav.
set of the tournament saw Nancy matches gains the right to meet
ing defeated Florida Southern
That tennnis ladder causes a lot
nner of the Egyptian-ArMorrison beat Shirley Fry of
twice and split a two game series
of trouble, since it makes the gogTheta, 6-0, 2-6, 6-4. Shirley could gentinian fracas which takes place with the University of Florida last
gle-eyed tourists who plague our
about
the
same
time.
From
there
not seem to get going until the
week.
campus a little more curious. Not
second set and then was unable to: Balbiers is making the rounds of
Rollins so far this year has m^
that I mind their asking questions,
keep up her forcing pace. Hold- tournaments throughout Europe only one state team, Floridi
including the French Nationals in
but they do more than that. When
ing a 4-2 lead in the final set; she
Southern, which they defeated \\
gay Paree; some kind of somethey see us ladder players rushing
to 8 in the game played at Lake,
began making frequent errors unthing in Holland; and then to the
frantically for a drop shot or
der the constant forcing pressure famous Wimbledon tournament in land.
straining for a lob, they point at
Coach Joe Justice has moved
of Nancy's deep, accurate drives England. Then back to Holland,
After two of their games were us and ask with loud elegance, **Is
and dropped the next four games to (oh lord, all over the continent), hard-hitting Milford Talton Into
rained out, last year's champion- that one Shirley F r y ? Which one
short-stop position in hopi
in a row to lose the match. Play- eventually landing
ship Sigma Nu team finally took is Larned?" Their naive and ununder
the
strengthening the infield. Taiton,
to the field in defense of their enlightened questions, togeth
The riding classes this year will ing spectacular, smart tennis, Statue of Liberty to play in our I who s t a t e d the season in left fieli
title. Unfortunately the X Club,
with the high wire enclosure consist of beginner, ii^termediate, Nancy closed out the match on a own National Championships at I made all-state for two years ina
winners of two straight games,
around the courts, makes us play- and advanced with special classes clean, fast placement, passing Forest Hills.
row at his present position.
had just a little too much pitchin bareback, side-saddle, jumping Shirley at net on a low, forehand, \
After he plays there he plans
Harvey Cox, who pulled a mus.
Lambda Chi 9, Indies 4
ing for Sigma Nu, eking out a 2 as perhaps a zoo would be more and bareback jumping as well as cross-court volley. Nancy exhib
to head for his home in South cle in the Duke game is expected
restful than a mental institution
The Lambda Chis announced to 1 victory in a thrilling game.
the Championship Class. In ad- ited the same confident champion
America for a rest. Then back to to be back into the line-up and
their intentions of winning the
Sigma Nu scored first on a with its hard boiled and tight-lip- dition, Miss Nancy Crain nd Ted
intramural softball league this double by Jim Bedortha which sent ped nurses. However, even zoo- MacElwee are going to perform ship style and accuracy she had Rolins in the fall. Ricardo plans his fielding and base running will
shown a few days earlier when sh' to send us some correspondence on undoubtedly be felt.
year by winning a sloppily played their only run scurrying across the life can be irksome, especially if some exhibition jumps.
won a tough semi-final battle from his efforts while school is in sesJohn Gray has been named thi'
contest from the Independents, 9 plate. The Club came back to you are an extremely rare speciThe judges will include Mrs.
to 4. The lasers stepped in front score on a long fly ball by Art men, for then you get photograph- Virginia Robinson, well known au- Jean Clarke, 5-7, 6-3, 6-1. Shirley sion so we'll try to keep abreast starting pitcher for the Friday
in the first inning with "three runs. Swacker to deep left center and ed and have a hard time proving thor, her latest book on the art won her semi-final round easily, on these pages. One thing for game and Jim "The Whip" Covelio
sure the Rollins team and the is slated to take the mound in Sat.
They were ably aided by the Lambbad throw by the same Bedortha. you are normal. Apparently the of horsemanship is in our library beating Marnee Norris, 6-2, 6-0.
students sure are going to miss urday's contest.
da Chis, who threw the ball about
he game then settled back to an ladder players are considered by "Equitation". Mrs. Ainsile from
like it was a hot potato. But
"Rie"
and we ali want to wish him
Both games are scheduled to get
old fashioned pitchers duel be- muddleheaded tourists to be of
Jacksonville will judge the side
Nancy and Marnee teamed toperience at the plate began to tell tween Dub Palmer and Oscar common origin; therefore they
underway at 3:30 p.m.
saddle class and Mr. Asher Peter gether in doubles to squeeze past the best of luck th
and the victors pounded out enough Cashwell. Neither team threatsupposed to be neurotics and must will be announcer and ringmaster. the Theta combine of Fry and
iWsti
hits to sew up the contest and then ened again.
sling their rackets frequently. Not . This year Mrs. Wheeler is hav- Hobo, 8-6, 6-8, 6-4. Being faced
coasted in to take the victory.
ing
a
Special
Boys
Class
of
Riders,
that
I
would
mind
slinging
my
Standing of Softball League:
with a match point in the second
Dick Darty pitched his nothing
who will compete against each
ball for the Hooker gang, while
Won Lost
Pet. racket a little more often—but Gus other. With a ribbon given to the set, the Thetas fought back to capPeeples will vouch that slinging
Stuart James and Harold McKin- X Club
--3
0
1.000
ture the set after being down
best.
James, 3-1 and 5-4. The third set
ney led the batting attack for the Lambda Chi
2
0
1000 your tennis bat is rather expenThe Horse Show committee con- was an endurance test with both
sive. Since I am Scotch, I cannot
Independents.
Kappa Alpha
1
1
sists of June Nelson, Mary Carter Pry and Morrison tired from their
Sigma Nu
0
1
.000 please the tourists very much in
and Robbin Merel. Anyone inter- qfarlier sing^les' encounter. The
Lambda Chi 12, Delta Chi 2
Independents
0
2
.000 this respect, but they all stare at
ested, who hasn't signed up to date Kappas broke through Shirley's
_ „-0
2
.000 me as if I were going to sling
The Lambda Chis made it two in Delta Chi
New Warm Weather Cottons
something at them, which I might should get in touch with the phys- serve in the ninth game and then
ical education department immedi- held Nancy's serve at 40-5 to take
do someday.
ately.
the match and doubles' crown.
X Club 8, Kappa Alphi
Displaying a well rounded batting- attack and a versatile pitcher
in Joe Swicegood the X Club
a surprisingly easy decision from
the KAs last Thursday 8 to 1
Swicegood pitched superb ball and
was only in trouble in one inning,
the first, when he loaded the bases
with three walks and then pro.
ceeded to eliminate the danger
with a little support from his in
field. Tram Whittle put the KA
out in front momentarily with :
well hit home run, but the lead
was short lived. T
Gale solved the pitching slants of
the veteran Ed Copeland and
on to win handily. The X Club
definitely looks like the team to
beat in the league this year. They
have shown good hitting, fielding,
and two fine pitchers in Swicegood
and Dub Palmer.

a row taking an easy one from
the rookie studded Delta Chis. The
victors cleared the bench in this
game and won going away. The
game marked the apparance of
Sam Burchers in the Delta Chi'
outfield and he displayed some of
the talent that has made him one
of the most feared hitters on the
Sandspur Bowl until he was recruited by the crew last spring,
The losers seem to be building for
the future with practically a whole
new outfit from last year. With
a little more experience they
should be harder to beat in the
second round.

By "Skook" Bailey

The annual Intramural Horse
Show will be held at Dubsdread
Riding Academy on Sunday, April
24 from 1:30 p.m. until 5 p.m.
Mrs. A. Wheeler is giving
sterling silver Champion Cup to
the best rider of the season in the
show. The silver cup is 26 years
old and was won by a five gaited
horse from Mrs. Wheeler's stables,
who won consistently. June Nel3 the winner of the Cup last
year, which can only be won once,
therefore, all past winners are disqualified. Any student who has
taken one term with the Eollins
Biding Class at Dubs is eligible to
compete for this trophy.

#*

'BONNIE JEAN
White Stag Shorts

COEDS IN SPORTS

Since the tourists point at us,
ask endless questions, and have
unwholesome desire to place our
Nancy Morrison
faces with the names listed on the
The main attraction of th
ladder, I suggest that the school
ed sports this week has been the
put up a picture and our case hisintramural
competitive
sports
by the nomenclature of each
specimen. In this way we
Archery and tennis were complet
players would not have so many
ed and eight of the volleyball
people
whispering
and pointing at
games were played.
By Gracellen Butt
while they are trying to decide
Kappa and Theta are leading the
Flash! Friday opens the Rol- which of us have played at W
volleyball field each having won lins
College
Bass Tournament bledon and which of us have ne
two games and losing none. The sponsored by Tommy Chadwick,
played anywhere but our own back
results of the completed games owner of the Winter Park Sport
yard. Sometimes the gaping tourare: ^Gamma Phi 54, Phi Mu 12; Shop. This contest is open to all
ists are deaf. Then it is very
Kappa 48, Chi Omega 14; Pi Phi Rollins students, so here's your
stimulating to hear one of the
38, Independents 36; Theta 49, Al- chance to make your favorite hob- coache
scream loud enough (so
pha Phi 21; Kappa 30, Gamma by pay off. There will be four
tourist minus his auditory
Phi 6; Chi Amega 49, Phi Mu 13; prizes awarded on the basis of
faculties
might hear) "That real
Alpha Phi 39, Pi Phi 26; Theta weight. The first prize, awarded I T , ^ ^ '
38, Independents 12. Two games to the biggest bass, will be a rod ig girl over there is Ewing McSometimes, when I am
every Monday, Wednesday, and and reel, second prize a rod, and
! scrambling for a back-hand, I hear
Friday afternoon are scheduled the third prize will be 100 yd;
a
spectator
ask how much I weigh
through May second.
nylon fishing line. The booby
The outcome of the archery in- prize, given for the smallest bass and why I grew to be so big.
Then
I
want
to ask this beast why
aught,
will
be
a
plug
of
your
tramurals was: Independents, first,
he is so puny and pickled-looking
with 81V4, Kappa, second with | choice. All fish caught will
and
why
he
doesn't
quit asking if
weighed in and photographed at
56V4, and Theta, third with 50,
the Winter Park Sport Shop, we players ever study. The only
This week nine of the Roll
solution
to
our
mortifying
prob-,
which
is
open
from
9
a.m.
until
8
coeds on the tennis ladder •<
spending a tennis week in Miami p.m.. If you catch a "big-un" lem is either not to have the hor- |
after 8 and can't get him down rid tennis ladder or else to have
Beach. They are competing
Good
Neighbor
Championship to the Shop in time to get an ac- the ugly photographs of us players
Tournament.
The
participants curate weight, weigh him and have along with our sex, weight, (ghastare: Shirley Fry, Nancy Morrison, someone witness the weight. Be ly thought!) height, and age beJean Clarke, Marnee Norris, Doris sure to have a witness or you will sides our oppellations. Then mayJensen, Elaine Brackett, Ewing be disqualified. As you all know, a be there would be less pointins:,
McAllister, Mary Ann Hobart, and fish shrinks rapidly after being though perhaps the staring would
taken out of the water. Let's go
penetrating.
Jane Freeman.
catfish out of
the boat. Total
anglers. The Contest opens Fricaught seems to be 31 fish.
day!
Triangle Meet Features Last month's most sensational j Wish we could all have such fun!
•ain Whittle and his dad went
Traditional
catch was a 11%-lb. bass caught |
fishing on the Kissimmee River
by Ingrahm Willox, the popular
Rivalry
and caught four good sized bass.
band leader on his 22nd birthday.
At 11 last Wednesday morning. Using a borrowed rod and reel But the big deal was the one that
Coach U. T. Bradley's protein- with an L and S Shiner (black and got away—Train estimated it at
packed oarsmen added another white finish), Ingrahm snagged 10 lbs. His daddy played it for
scalp to their already impressive this honey of a bass in Lake Mait- 15 minutes and then lost it trying
string. The victim; Amherst; the land while casting from shore. to land it. The line broke. Better win that third prize Train and
time, a hard-rowed 5:01. The Am- How lucky can you get?
give it to your father!
herst shell stayed with the Tars
Well, spring is here and thi
Tommy Chadwick also announces
the start and lost water stead-I « i'."'\
''V"''i.-71
'i
1-1- 1 1 . _ „ •„ +!,„ T?,^i ! "shmg bug has bitten a large
ily but slowly, pressing the Rol ber of the Rollins "family." Here that every Rollins student buying
lins crew until the last BO strokes is a summary of what everyone is $2.00 worth of merchandise will be
given a Rollins ashtray.
when a 36 stroke a minute finish catching.
Good fishing—and don't forget
left them two lengths behind.
Ken Brown using fly rod on
—any
Rollins student can have a
This Saturday a triangular meet Lake Mizell has had good luck.
is scheduled between Rollins, Ma- 1% to Z%-lb. bass which is real canoe if he takes a swimming test.
Let's
go
fishing!
rietta, and Southern at 3:00 on fine on a fly rod. If he'd try Mack
the mile course on Lake Maitland. Bass Bug's though he might have
"Merchant of Yonkers"—
The Rollins-Marietta rivalry stems more luck.
(Continued from page 1)
back to 1934 when Rollins faced
Stokes Smith and wife caught
Marietta on the Ohio River for our five Monday night on Lake Virgin- bur Dorset, the lighting by Verifirst intercollegiate meet in crew. ia using Jitterbug. Stokes fishes gan. It is a pity their effort was
During this historic event Rollins a lot and likes the 2000 frog finish wasted on this humorless musical
edy without music. Your critic
jumped two slides and one of Ma- on Lake Virginia in the daytime.
.11 in favor of plays which are
rietta's outriggers fell off. The
Gracellen Butt caught a 6-lb.
result was a victory for Marietta, bass off the beach back of Rec Hall not run of the mill, or even necessarily popular—but let them be of
but it was pretty sad all around. using a Silver Flash 2000.
stature. "Skin of Our Teeth" for
Since that time the two schools
The funniest fish story of the
have met nine times, with Marietta week is about a trip to Cocoa by instance, could have shown off Mr.
taking seven races to Rollins' two. Bud Johnson and the Wittbold Wilder, Miss Baker and Mr. McMarietta's last race on Maitland brothers. They weren't willing to Donnell to better advantage. But
was in 1939, when they bowed to talk about it but I did find out that the bill of goods sold by "The Merchant of Yonkers", I just ain't
the Tars by a narrow margin.
Bill Wittbold lost a shoe kicking
buying.

Bass Tourney

To Be Held

NEW!
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